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A B S T R A C T 

Gas-phase abundances in galaxies are the products of those galaxies’ evolutionary histories. The star formation history (SFH) 
of a region might therefore be expected to influence that region’s present day gaseous abundances. Here, we employ data from 

the MaNGA surv e y to e xplore how local gas metallicities relate to SFHs of galaxy regions. We combine MaNGA emission 

line measurements with SFH classifications from absorption line spectra to compare gas-phase abundances in star-forming 

regions with those in regions classified as starb urst, post-starb urst, and green valley. We find that starburst regions contain gas 
that is more pristine than in normal star-forming regions, in terms of O/H and N/O; we further find that post-starburst regions 
(which have experienced stochastic SFHs) behave very similarly to ordinary star-forming regions (which have experienced 

far smoother SFHs) in O/H–N/O space. We argue from this that gas is diluted significantly by pristine infall but is then re- 
enriched rapidly after a starburst event, making gas-phase abundances insensitive to the precise form of the SFH at late times. 
We also find that green valley regions possess slightly ele v ated N/O abundances at a given O/H; this is potentially due to a 
reduced star formation efficiency in such regions, but it could also point to late-time rejuvenation of green valley regions in our 
sample. 

Key words: ISM: abundances – ISM: general – galaxies: general – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: statistics – galaxies: structure. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

as-phase abundances in galaxies are the products of galaxies’
volutionary histories. Present day abundances are likely shaped by
ompeting physical processes such as pristine inflow, star formation
nd metal-rich outflow (e.g. Schmidt 1963 ; Lilly et al. 2013 ; Zhu et al.
017 ; Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2018 ), with successive generations
f stars serving to enrich gas o v er time. In such a scenario, gas-phase
bundances should be entwined with star formation histories (SFHs)
n a range of scales. Integral-field-unit (IFU) spectroscopic surveys
such as CALIFA (S ́anchez et al. 2012a ), SAMI (Croom et al.

012 ), and MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015 ) – enable detailed mapping
f galaxies’ stellar and gaseous contents o v er a two-dimensional
eld, making them ideal to study how SFH connects to gas-phase
bundances across galaxies. Correspondingly, a large number of IFU
tudies have considered two-dimensional maps of galaxies’ chemical
bundances (e.g. S ́anchez et al. 2012b ; Stott et al. 2014 ; Belfiore et al.
017 ; Poetrodjojo et al. 2018 ), with such studies serving as natural
xtensions from work involving single fibre spectra (e.g. Tremonti
t al. 2004 ; Ellison et al. 2008 ) or long-slit spectra (e.g. Lequeux
t al. 1979 ; Ferguson, Gallagher & Wyse 1998 ; van Zee et al. 1998 ;
oustakas et al. 2010 ). 
 E-mail: nfb@st-andrews.ac.uk 
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Observational gas-phase abundance studies typically focus on one
r both of the following: the gas-phase metallicity 12 + log (O / H)
nd the nitrogen-to-oxygen ratio log (N / O) . The two parameters
rovide complementary information, due to the different time-scales
nd physics that they probe: α-elements such as oxygen are primary
lements produced via nucleosynthesis in massive stars and then
eleased into the ISM via core-collapse supernovae, which occur
n massive stars on roughly ∼ 10Myr time-scales after a star
ormation episode (e.g. Timmes, Woosley & Weaver 1995 ). Nitrogen
y contrast is both a primary and a secondary element (e.g. Matteucci
986 ); it is released into the ISM on ∼ Gyr time-scales after a star
ormation event (e.g. Maiolino & Mannucci 2019 , Fig. 1 , attributed to
incenzo et al., in preparation), in quantities that depend on the initial
bundance of both oxygen and carbon. Observationally, O/H and N/O
re quite tightly correlated at high metallicities, with N/O displaying
n approximately constant value at low metallicities (Edmunds &
 agel 1978 ; Izoto v & Thuan 1999 ; Moll ́a et al. 2006 ; Berg et al.
012 ; Izotov, Thuan & Guse v a 2012 ; Andre ws & Martini 2013 ;
ames et al. 2015 ). 

On galaxy scales, both O/H and N/O have been found to correlate
ignificantly with stellar mass M � (e.g. Tremonti et al. 2004 ; P ́erez-

ontero et al. 2013 ; Masters, Faisst & Capak 2016 ), with the former
elation typically referred to as the mass–metallicity relation (MZR).
he MZR has been found to display a residual dependence on
tar formation rate (SFR), with higher SFRs associated with lower
© 2023 The Author(s). 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Figure 1. Final galaxy sample (blue points) and remaining parent sample 
galaxies (grey points), presented in terms of g − r colours and r -band 
absolute magnitudes. The final sample is dominated by blue galaxies and 
tends towards slightly fainter magnitudes than the parent sample, due to our 
implicit selection on star formation status. 
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etallicities at a given mass, producing a three-way relation known 
s the fundamental metallicity relation (FMR; e.g. Ellison et al. 
008 ; Lara-L ́opez et al. 2010 ; Mannucci et al. 2010 ). On the other
and, the FMR’s reduction in scatter from the MZR appears to be
elatively modest and is seen mostly in lower-mass (M � < 10 10 M �)
alaxies (e.g. Salim et al. 2014 ), which are potential factors in the
eported non-detections of a galaxy-scale FMR in smaller IFU data 
ets (e.g. S ́anchez et al. 2013 , 2017 ; Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2017 ;
lvarez-Hurtado et al. 2022 ). Cresci, Mannucci & Curti ( 2019 ) have

nvestigated this point for CALIFA and MaNGA data, and they argue 
hat a galaxy-scale FMR remains apparent when the relation’s mass 
ependence is considered. 
For N/O, measurements typically support little residual SFR 

ependence, resulting in a particularly tight trend between N/O and 
 � (e.g. Andrews & Martini 2013 ; P ́erez-Montero et al. 2013 ) that

isplays less redshift-evolution than the mass −metallicity relation; 
his has lead some to suggest N/O as a fundamental tracer of
alaxy evolution (e.g. P ́erez-Montero et al. 2013 ; Masters, Faisst &
apak 2016 ). This result does appear to be calibrator-dependent, 
o we v er, with Hayden-P a wson et al. ( 2022 ) finding a residual inv erse
FR–N/O trend when the [N II ] 6585 / [O II ] 3737, 3729 ratio is used to
stimate N/O. This detail is important for interpreting the FMR. The 
ack of an equi v alent N/O relation to the FMR would imply the
MR to be driven by short-term processes, with gas mass serving 
s a more fundamental parameter than SFR (e.g. Bothwell et al. 
013 , 2016 ; Brown et al. 2018 ). If an equivalent N/O relation does
xist, meanwhile, then galaxies’ wider SFHs will be rele v ant for
nderstanding the FMR (Hayden-P a wson et al. 2022 ). 
On ∼kpc scales, an increasingly complex picture emerges for 

oth abundance ratios. Local gas metallicities trend simultaneously 
ith (local) stellar mass surface density (hereafter � ∗) and (global) 

tellar mass (S ́anchez et al. 2013 ; Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2016 ;
ao et al. 2018 ), with further residual metallicity trends apparent 
ith local SFR along with related local parameters (e.g. Hwang et al.
019 ; Boardman et al. 2022 ; Baker et al. 2023 ). Similar trends are
ound for local N/O abundances (Schaefer et al. 2022 ). Regions with
nomalously low gas metallicities (on the basis of � ∗ and M � ; Hwang
t al. 2019 ) also display ele v ated N/O for their O/H, which possibly
oints to recent metal-poor gas accretion in affected regions (Luo 
t al. 2021 ). Star-forming galaxies generally possess ne gativ e radial
radients in both O/H and N/O (e.g. S ́anchez et al. 2014 ; Belfiore et al.
017 ), with O/H gradients largely reproduced by local metallicity 
elations such as the density–metallicity relation within individual 
alaxies (Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2016 ; Boardman et al. 2022 ).
oardman et al. ( 2023 ) find galactocentric radius to frequently be
n even stronger predictor of metallicity within individual MaNGA 

alaxies than density; this potentially reflects other radial trends in 
alaxies such as in gas-to-stellar mass fraction (rises with increasing 
adius; e.g. Carton et al. 2015 ), star formation efficiency (SFE; falls
ith radius; e.g. Leroy et al. 2008 ) and escape velocity (falls with

adius; e.g. Barrera-Ballesteros et al. 2018 ). 
Overall, gaseous abundances – as parametrized through O/H and 

/O – appear to be tightly connected to SFHs. Thus, we can learn
ore by considering the stellar populations in addition to gaseous 

bundances, which is an approach that is becoming increasingly 
ommon. Studies such as Lian et al. ( 2018 ) and Fraser-McKelvie
t al. ( 2022 ) simultaneously consider galaxies’ stellar and gas-phase
etallicities, finding stellar metallicity to be typically lower than gas 
etallicity when the two are on an equi v alent base. Stellar population
tting also allows one to fit detailed SFHs to observed galaxy spectra,
hich then have the potential to be compared to gas-phase properties

e.g. Greener et al. 2022 ). It should be noted that stellar metallicity
easurements generally make use of the iron-to-hydrogen ratio 

Fe/H], with iron enrichment occuring o v er significantly longer time-
cales than for α elements such as oxygen (e.g. Matteucci & Recchi
001 ; Kobayashi & Nomoto 2009 ; Matteucci et al. 2009 ). The
tellar α abundance ratio [ α/Fe] is therefore conceptually similar 
o log (N / O) , in that both ratios are sensitive to complementary star
ormation processes that operate on different time-scales. The past 
evel of star formation in a galaxy is thought to affect both sets
f ratios significantly, with higher star formation efficiencies being 
ssociated with greater early enrichment and hence with a higher 
aseous (or stellar) metallicity at a given N/O (or [ α/Fe]) (e.g.
incenzo et al. 2016 ; Nidever et al. 2020 ). Stellar [ α/Fe] studies
ave typically been restricted to older quiescent galaxies due to the
ifficulty of constraining [ α/Fe] in young ( < 1 Gyr) populations (e.g.
onroy et al. 2018 ), leading S ́anchez et al. ( 2021 ) to propose using
aseous oxygen abundances as a stellar α proxy in star-forming 
alaxies. Efforts have also been made to measure star-forming 
alaxies’ [ α/Fe] through absorption line indices, either through direct 
odelling with single stellar populations (e.g. Scott et al. 2017 ) or

hrough measurements of the offset from the Milky Way abundance 
attern (Gallazzi et al. 2021 ). 
Full spectral fitting can provide detailed SFH constraints, and 

areful application of such fits on IFU data has yielded much
nsight into galaxy evolution on local scales (e.g. Ibarra-Medel et al.
016 ; Goddard et al. 2017 ; Gonz ́alez Delgado et al. 2017 ; L ́opez
ern ́andez et al. 2018 ; Ibarra-Medel et al. 2019 ; Camps-Fari ̃ na et al.
022 ). Ho we ver, the results of full spectral fitting are highly model-
ependent; furthermore, it is difficult to succinctly visualize the 
esults of SFH fits for two-dimensional IFU data, in which there
an be many fitted SFHs from spectra of a single galaxy and in
hich there can be ∼1000 galaxies or more in a considered sample.

t is therefore desirable to also employ spectral indices, to provide a
rst-order characterization of the SFH which lacks any dependence 
n models. In particular, the principal component analysis (PCA) 
ethod of Wild et al. ( 2007 ) allows one to gain insight into the SFH of
 spectrum from its Balmer absorption strength and its D4000 index,
hile being applicable to noisier spectra than traditional spectral 
MNRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
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ndices. This method has various applications, such as studying SFHs
f AGN host galaxies (Wild et al. 2007 ) and identification of post-
tarbursts (Wild et al. 2009 ). The method was applied to MaNGA
ata by Rowlands et al. ( 2018 ), allowing for easy two-dimensional
isualization and analysis of spatially resolved SFHs. 
Rowlands et al. ( 2018 ) considered the gas-phase metallicities of

tar-forming regions in their galaxies, with the regions grouped
ccording to their SFH classification. They found starburst regions
o possess the lowest gas metallicities at most tested galactocentric
adii, with post-starburst regions typically possessing metallicities
etween those of starburst regions and ordinary star-forming regions.
uch results are consistent with the diluted gas metallicity profiles
een in highly star-forming galaxies (Ellison et al. 2018 ) along with
he local anticorrelations between metallicity and SFR seen in many

aNGA galaxies (S ́anchez Almeida & S ́anchez-Menguiano 2019 ).
n this paper we explore whether further insight can be gained by
lso considering N/O in terms of spatially resolved SFHs, in addition
o considering O/H as has been done previously. 

Here, we employ the method of Rowlands et al. ( 2018 ) to compare
FHs of star-forming MaNGA galaxy regions to their gaseous
bundances, considering both gas-phase metallicity ( 12 + log (O / H) )
nd nitrogen-to-oxygen abundance ratio ( log (N / O) ) for the first time.
e probe the connection between SFH and gaseous abundance,

onsidering in particular where spaxels of different SFH types fall
pon the N/O–O/H plane. 
The layout of this paper is as follows. We present our sample and

iscuss rele v ant methods in Section 2 , and we present our results in
ection 3 . We discuss our findings in Section 4 , and we summarize
nd conclude in Section 5 . Throughout this work, we assume a
roupa IMF (Kroupa 2001 ) for the purpose of displaying stellar
asses and densities, and we adopt the following standard � Cold
ark Matter cosmology: H 0 = 71 km/s/Mpc, �M 

= 0.27, �� 

= 0.73.

 SAMPLE  A N D  DATA  

.1 Data acquisition 

e employ integral field spectroscopy from the SDSS-IV MaNGA
urv e y. MaNGA observations were performed using the BOSS
pectrographs (Smee et al. 2013 ) on the 2.5 meter telescope at Apache
oint observatory (Gunn et al. 2006 ). MaNGA used a series of IFUs,
ith IFUs consisting of between 19 and 127 opical fibres of 2 ′′ diame-

ers (Law et al. 2016 ). These IFUs employ hexagonal configurations,
ith three-point dithering employed to fully sample the field of view

FOV) (Drory et al. 2015 ; Law et al. 2015 ). MaNGA observed targets
uch that the logarithmic mass distribution was approximately flat,
ith redshifts ranging from roughly 0.01 to 0.15 (Yan et al. 2016b ;
ake et al. 2017 ). MaNGA observations were reduced by the Data
eduction Pipeline (DRP; Law et al. 2016 ; Yan et al. 2016a ), which
utputs 0.5 ′′ × 0.5 ′′ spaxel datacubes. The MaNGA datacubes have
 median point-spread function (PSF) full-width at half-maximum
FWHM) of roughly 2.5 ′′ (Law et al. 2016 ), while the spectra have
 resolution of R � 2000 and co v er a wavelength range of 3600–
0000 Å. The Data Analysis Pipeline (DAP; Belfiore et al. 2019 ;
estfall et al. 2019 ) then computed various quantities relating to

alaxies’ stellar and gaseous components. MaNGA data and data
roducts can be accessed via the SDSS science archiv e serv er 1 and
lso through the Marvin 2 interface (Cherinka et al. 2019 ). The full
NRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
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aNGA sample has been released as of SDSS DR17 (Abdurro’uf
t al. 2022 ) and consists of approximately 10,000 galaxies. 

We selected an initial parent sample by first considering all
aNGA galaxies in the Primary and Color-enhanced samples

hereafter referred to jointly as the ‘Primary + sample’) along with
he Secondary sample, which co v er FOVs of approximately 1.5 and
.5 half-light radii ( R e ) respectively. A handful of galaxies were
bserved on multiple IFUs, resulting in duplicate observations; in
uch cases, we choose the observation with the highest combined
ignal-to-noise in the red and blue cameras (see Yan et al. 2016b ,
or further information). We obtained for the resulting sample a
umber of parameters from the NASA-Sloan-Atlas (NSA; Blanton
t al. 2011 ) catalog: elliptical Petrosian stellar masses M � , elliptical
etrosian half-light radii R e and elliptical Petrosian axis ratios b / a .
e restricted to galaxies with b / a > 0.6, in order to a v oid edge-on

alaxies. We also remo v ed galaxies with quality flags ‘SEVEREBT’,
UNUSUAL ’, or ‘CRITICAL ’, to a v oid analysing galaxies with
evere data quality problems. This yielded 6885 galaxies. 

We next proceeded to obtain mapped quantities for the parent
ample from three sources: Pipe3D (S ́anchez et al. 2016a , b , 2018 ,
022 ), the MaNGA DAP, and SFH maps produced by applying the
CA methods described in Rowlands et al. ( 2018 ) on the DR17
aNGA sample. We remo v ed a further 18 galaxies that were not

ncluded in the MaNGA pipe3d summary table, and we also remo v ed
wo galaxies which lacked maps from the DAP or PCA analysis. This
esulted in a final parent sample of 6865 galaxies. 

We obtained the following mapped stellar population properties
rom the Pipe3D maps: surface mass density � ∗, the D4000 index and
he H δA index (Worthey & Ottaviani 1997 ). The Pipe3D analysis is
erformed in MaNGA datacubes that are binned to achieve a signal-
o-noise ratio of 50 across a given cube’s field of view. Pipe3D
omputes � ∗ from the stellar continuum, with a dust correction
pplied using a Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis ( 1989 ) extinction law
ith R V = 3.1, and we multiply the calculated value by b/a to

orrect for the effects of inclination. We also applied galaxies’
ezonification maps, which indicate the V-band flux contribution of
paxels to a given Pipe3d spectral bin, to approximately correct for
he effects of binning on � ∗ values. Pipe3D calculates D4000 as the
atio between the average flux densities at 3750–3950 Å and 4050–
250 Å following Bruzual ( 1983 ), while correcting the parameter for
eddening as in equation (2) of Gorgas et al. ( 1999 ); we obtain this
arameter without performing any further corrections or adjustments.
roadly speaking, higher D4000 values correspond to older and more
volv ed stellar re gions: the inde x positiv ely correlates with stellar age
e.g. S ́anchez et al. 2016b ) and ne gativ ely correlates with specific star
ormation rate (e.g. Brinchmann et al. 2004 ), with higher stellar metal
ontents also yielding higher D4000 values (Gallazzi et al. 2005 ).
 δA peaks when a population is dominated by A-type stars, which is

ssociated with post-starburst-type histories (e.g. Goto et al. 2003 ). 
From the DAP, we obtained measurements of the following

mission lines: H α, H β, [O III ] 5008 ,[N II ] 6585 , [S II ] 6718 , [S II ] 6733 and
O II ] 3737, 3729 , along with the associated measurement errors. We
orrected the fluxes for reddening by assuming an intrinsic Balmer
ecrement of 2.86 (valid for case B recombination, with n e =
00 cm 

−3 and T e = 10000 K) and a Fitzpatrick et al. ( 2019 ) reddening
urve with R V = 3.1. For spaxel spectra in which the measured
almer decrement is less than 2.86, no dust correction is performed.
e also obtained the H α equi v alent width (EW H α) from this data

et. We obtained from the PCA maps the values of the first two
rincipal components (hereafter PC1 and PC2), the corresponding
FH classification, and the signal-to-noise around the D4000 region
hereafter SNR D4000 ). F or an y giv en spax el, the SFH classification

https://data.sdss.org/sas/
https://www.sdss.org/dr17/manga/marvin/
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epends on the spaxel’s PC1 and PC2 value along with the stellar
ass of that spaxel’s galaxy. The PC1 of a spectrum correlatess 

ubstantially with its D4000 index; PC2 is associated with excess 
almer absorption, and so correlates with H δA at a given PC1. The
FH classifications use the following labels: star-forming (hereafter 
F), starburst (hereafter SB), post-starburst (hereafter PSB), green 
alley (hereafter GV) and quiescent. A small number of spaxels 
re assigned ‘unclassified’ status, with such cases mostly containing 
road-line active galactic nuclei (AGN) spectra. 

.2 Selection of star-forming spaxels 

e calculate gas-phase metallicity 12 + log(O/H) along with 
itrogen-to-oxygen abundance ratio N/O using strong emission line 
alibrators, as is discussed further in the following subsection. Strong 
ine calibrators are generally determined from observations of star- 
orming H II regions or else from photoionization models, and most
onsequently are valid only for star-forming galaxy regions (though 
ee Kumari et al. 2019 , for a potential solution). Thus, we needed
o select star-forming spaxels from galaxies in our sample while 
nsuring that the quality of data in those spaxels was sufficiently 
igh. To ensure good data quality, we require S / N > 3 for all rele v ant
mission lines and we also require SNR D4000 > 4. We use the
N II ] and [S II ] versions of the BPT diagram (Baldwin, Phillips &
erlevich 1981 ) to selection star-forming regions, employing the 
auffmann et al. ( 2003 ) demarcation line and the Kewley et al. ( 2006 )
emarcation line respectively, while also requiring EW H α > 14 Å to 
inimize the impact of diffuse ionized gas (DIG; Lacerda et al. 2018 ;
ale Asari et al. 2019 ). We also remo v e spax els with quiescent or
nclassified SFHs at this stage, along with applying loose quality cuts 
o � ∗ and D4000 ( � ∗ > 1M �/pc 2 , 0 < D4000 < 10) and removing
paxels with metallicities above the range of our chosen calibrator 
see next subsection for further details). 

Moti v ated by the o v ersampling in MaNGA datacubes, and sim-
larly to Hwang et al. ( 2019 ), we require galaxies to possess a
inimum of twenty selected spaxels; we completely remove all 

paxels belonging to galaxies below this threshold from our analysis. 
ur resulting galaxy sample consists of 2671 individual galaxies with 
192515 star-forming spaxels. We note at this point that many of the
escribed cuts only mildly affect the final sample size: if we were
nly to select spaxels from their BPT diagnostics and by requiring 
W H α > 14 with the same 20-spaxel threshold then applied for
alaxies, we would arrive at a final sample size of 2675 galaxies and
200159 spaxels. 
In Fig. 1 , we show our parent and final galaxy samples in terms

f g − r colours and r -band absolute magnitudes, using elliptical 
etrosian magnitudes from the NSA catalog. Our sample selection 
trategy implicitly requires galaxies to be experiencing ongoing star 
ormation, resulting in the final sample tending towards bluer colours 
nd slightly fainter magnitudes than the parent sample. We also note 
hat all sample spaxels are star-forming on the basis of emission line

etrics, irrespective of their SFH label. 

.3 Gas-phase abundance calculation 

 range of gas abundance calibrators have been proposed in the 
iterature, in which gas metallicities – along with N/O abundance 
atios – are estimated from emission line flux ratios. Many calibrators 
av e been deriv ed from photoionization models, in which input 
hemical abundances allow predicted emission line ratios to be 
eco v ered (e.g. Blanc et al. 2015 ; Dopita et al. 2016 ; Morisset
t al. 2016 ). Ho we ver, such calibrators depend on major assump-
ions concerning the physical behaviours of ionizing populations’ 
tmospheres; moreo v er, such calibrators assume O/H to trend with
onization strength or else with abundance ratios such as N/O, 
mplicitly or otherwise (for a summary, see Section 3.1 of S ́anchez
t al. 2017 , and references therein). 

Observations of star-forming H II regions provide an alternative to 
hotoionization models. Gas-phase metallicities can be determined 
rom ratios of auroral to nebular emission lines in the so-called ‘direct
ethod’, with N/O then also possible to estimate by taking the ratio

f ionized nitrogen to oxygen ( N 

+ / O 

+ ) as a proxy (e.g. Marino
t al. 2013 ; Loaiza-Agudelo, Overzier & Heckman 2020 ), which
llows relations between these and strong emission line ratios to 
hen be determined. This method has traditionally been problematic 
t super-solar metallicities even for nearby H II regions, for which
uroral lines become increasingly weak. Curti et al. ( 2017 ), Curti
t al. ( 2020 ) address this problem via stacking of high-metallicity
alaxy spectra from SDSS, allowing a variety of calibrators to be
etermined o v er a wide metallicity range; these determinations are
arried out via the direct method, with emission fluxes estimated 
sing expected ratios (Pilyugin 2005 ; Pilyugin, Thuan & V ́ılchez
006 ) where necessary. 
Our calculation of gas metallicity and N/O largely fol- 

ows the methodology of Luo et al. ( 2021 ) and references
herein. We use the RS32 calibrator of Curti et al. ( 2020 ),
here RS32 = [O III ] 5007 / H β + [S II ] 6717 , 6731 / H α, to derive the 
as metallicity. We use the N2O2 relation of Loaiza-Agudelo, 
verzier & Heckman ( 2020 ) to calculate N/O, in which
2O2 = [N II ] 6585 / [O II ] 3727 , 3729 . These calibrators are chosen for 

heir independence to one another and for their relative insensitivity 
o the ionization parameter. It should be noted in particular that
he RS32 calibrator does not depend on the behaviour of nitrogen
ines, making it resistant to the biases relating to N/O variations
eported for certain other calibrators (P ́erez-Montero & Contini 2009 ;
chaefer et al. 2020 ). The RS32 calibrator is double-valued, peaking
nd turning o v er at 12 + log (O / H) � 8; given that massive galaxies
ypically possess gas metallicities well in excess of this, we assume
ll spaxels to be on the upper metallicity branch in our analysis. The
alibrator is fitted to metallicities up to 12 + log (O / H) = 8 . 85 in
urti et al. ( 2020 ), and so we remo v e the small number of spaxels at

his metallicity or higher from our analysis; we also remo v e spax els
or which RS32 is measured to be higher than than the maximum
tted value in Curti et al. ( 2020 ). 

.4 Grouping by SFH and control sample selection 

t this point, we have selected a sample of MaNGA spaxels (and
heir associated galaxies), for which we have a number of computed
uantities related to their stellar and gaseous components. Amongst 
hese quantities are the first two principal components from PCA 

tting along with the corresponding SFH classifications. The PC1–
C2 classification boundaries are updated from Rowlands et al. 
 2018 ), to impro v e agreement with Chen et al. ( 2019 ) selections
Otter et al. 2022 , their appendix A) and moti v ated further by
mpro v ements to MaNGA spectrophotometric calibration, and we 
how our applied boundaries in Fig. 2 . Further information on the
oundaries can be found in Appendix A. 
We now proceed to group the spaxel sample according to their SFH

abel, resulting in separate subsamples of SF spaxels, SB spaxels, 
SB spaxels and GV spaxels. The sizes of these subsamples are as
ollows: 
MNRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
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Figure 2. PCA classification boundaries with our final spaxel sample plotted 
as a colour map. Each square represents a bin of at least 10 spaxels, and 
spaxels outside of these bins are shown as black dots. The boundaries 
employ a dividing NSA elliptical Petrosian stellar mass of 10 10 M �, with the 
default NSA cosmology ( h = 1 , �M 

= 0 . 3 , �� 

= 0 . 7) used in this specific 
case. Using the shown boundaries, we classify spaxels as star-forming (SF), 
starb urst (SB), post-starb urst (PSB), green valley (GV), quiescent (Q), or 
unclassified. By design, our final spaxel sample includes no quiescent or 
unclassified spaxels. The contours encompass ∼95, ∼65, and ∼30 per cent 
of the spaxels. 
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Figure 3. Contours of log (N/O) plotted against gas metallicity for the star- 
forming spaxel subsample, along with the fitted N/O–O/H relation (purple 
lines) and the distribution of the full sample (coloured squares and dots). Each 
square represents a bin of at least 10 spaxels, with dots representing individual 
spaxels outside of these bins. The contours encompass ∼99, ∼90, ∼60, and 
∼30 per cent of the SF spaxels. A further 20 spaxels with anomalously low 

log (N/O) are not shown. 
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(i) SF subsample: 1013826 
(ii) SB subsample: 64980 
(iii) PSB subsample: 110372 
(iv) GV subsample: 3337 

We reiterate that all of these subsamples are ‘star-forming’ in terms
f their ionized gas diagnostics, as was described in Section 2.2 ; the
ames of these subsamples, therefore, specifically refer to their stellar
ontinuum-based classifications. This is an important caveat for the
SB and GV subsamples, which are not necessarily representative
f PSB and GV regions (as determined from PCA) as a whole.
ndeed, certain other PSB selection criteria (e.g. Goto 2007 ; Chen
t al. 2019 ) would reject our PSB subsample altogether, due to
uch criteria requiring little to no H α emission. The PCA approach
llows us to detect and select PSB regions with declining-but-present
tar formation, which is not possible when applying strict cuts on
mission lines. 

To facilitate closer comparisons between the SF spaxels and the
thers, we construct control samples for each of the non-SF spaxel
ubsamples. For each spaxel in the non-SF subsamples, we select
 corresponding spaxel from the SF subsample; this SF spaxel is
elected so as to belong to a different galaxy while minimizing
 ( M � ) 2 + 	 ( R / R e ) 2 , where 	 ( M � ) describes the logarithmic differ-
NRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
nce in M � and 	 ( R / R e ) describes the linear difference in normalised
alactocentric radius R / R e between a giv en SF spax el and the non-
F spaxel being considered. We refer to these control samples as the
SB control’, ‘PSB control’, and ‘GV control’ subsamples for the
emainder of this article. Our use of M � and R / R e is moti v ated by the
trong correlation between local gas metallicities and galaxy stellar
asses (e.g. Gao et al. 2018 ), along with the observed tight trends

etween metallicity and galactocentric radius in individual galaxies
e.g. Boardman et al. 2023 ). We note that we obtain similar results
f we instead use log ( � ∗) as the second selection parameter instead
f R / R e ; such a selection would be well-moti v ated by past reports
f strong density–metallicity relations (e.g. Barrera-Ballesteros et al.
016 ), but it would also be more model-dependent. 

 RESULTS  

n Fig. 3 , we show the fitted O/H–N/O relation for the SF subsample,
long with showing our full spaxel sample in O/H–N/O space. As
xpected from past works, we obtain a tight trend between the two
ndicators. We perform a least-absolute-deviation straight-line fit to
arametrize this relation for the SF subsample, while applying a
xed log (N/O) plateau of −1.43 (Andrews & Martini 2013 ) as in
uo et al. ( 2021 ). We first perform the straight-line fit on the full
F subsample, and then we iteratively perform the fit on spaxels for
hich the fitted N/O–O/H line is abo v e the N/O plateau. We obtain

rom this process log (N/O) = 2.397[12 + log (O/H)] − 21.732 for
etallicities abo v e 12 + log (O/H) = 8.471, with log (N/O) set to
1.43 below this point. 
We note from Fig. 3 a small number of spaxels with anomalously

o w N/O v alues, which typically possess highly ele v ated Balmer
ecrements with E ( B − V ) > 1. We ascribe such high Balmer
ecrements to measurement errors in the H β emission flux. Given
ur substantial o v erall sample size, these anomalous spax els hav e no
earing on our reported results. 
Next, we show in Fig. 4 the remaining three spaxel subsamples in

erms of N/O and O/H, with the corresponding control samples also
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Figure 4. Contours of log (N/O) plotted against gas metallicity for the SB, PSB, and GV spaxel subsamples (coloured lines), along with the N/O–O/H relation 
fitted to the star-forming sample (purple lines) and N/O–O/H contours from the corresponding control samples (dark grey lines). The contours encompass ∼99, 
∼90, ∼60, and ∼30 per cent of spaxels in a given subsample. 
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hown. We find the SB subsample to preferentially possess lowered 
/H and N/O abundances compared to the SB control sample; the 
SB subsample behaves far more similarly to its control sample, 
ith only a mild preference for lower abundance ratios at the high-
etallicity end. GV spaxels, meanwhile, typically possess slightly 

le v ated N/O ratios at a given metallicity. We find a tight N/O–O/H
elation in all cases: the SB and PSB subsamples appear to follow
ssentially the same relation as the SF subsample, with the GV 

ubsample being offset to mildly higher N/O values. 
The PCA method essentially depends on the behaviour of the 

4000 and Balmer absorption features; thus, it is informative to 
onsider the behaviour of log (N/O) in terms of these parameters. 
n the left panel of Fig. 5 we plot the median difference between
og (N/O) and the value predicted from the star-forming subsample’s 
/O–O/H relation, in bins of D4000 and H δA . From this figure, we

how that high N/O offsets – that is, N/O values abo v e the best-
tting line from star-forming spaxels – are largely associated with 
igh D4000 values, which corresponds to GV classifications. We 
lso see significant median N/O offsets at the very low D4000 end,
hich corresponds to SB SFHs. 
In the right panel of Fig. 5 we plot the median N/O offset in terms of

C1 and PC2, from which see that the offset trends almost entirely
ith PC1. This follows naturally from the left panel: PC1 trends

ightly with D4000, and so naturally trends tightly with the N/O 

ffset, while PC2 traces the offset of spaxels from the D4000-H δA 

elation. We also see notably raised N/O values at the very lowest
C2 and PC1 values, corresponding to the most extreme SB regions 
f our spaxel sample. We note at this point that the precise adopted
/O plateau value has only a mild impact on the appearance of Fig. 5 ,
ith effects largely confined to the SB region of the parameter space.
igher plateau values make the N/O offsets around the SB region 

ess prominent, while lower plateau values make these N/O offsets 
ore prominent, though a value of -1.43 appears well-motivated both 

rom previous work (Andrews & Martini 2013 ) and from our own
easurements (Fig. 3 ). 
In Fig. 6 , we plot the median gas-phase metallicity in the D4000-
 δA and PC1–PC2 parameter spaces. We note a significant trend 
etween metallicity and D4000 (and by extension betwen metallicity 
nd PC1), consistent with previous work (e.g. S ́anchez-Menguiano 
t al. 2020 ; Boardman et al. 2023 ). We find ho we ver that high H δA 

alues are associated with somewhat lower median metallicites at a 
iven D4000, which is also reflected in PC1–PC2 space. 
Next, we plot in Fig. 7 the behaviour of the full spaxel sample
n N/O–O/H space in terms of various quantities: � ∗, normalized
alactocentric radius R / R e , D4000, EW H α , H δA and the M � of each
paxel’s corresponding galaxy, with the first five parameters being 
ocal and the final one being global across a given galaxy’s spaxels.
s expected, we find higher metallicities to be associated with 
igher values of � ∗, D4000 and M � along with lower values of
 / R e and H δA . We find ele v ated N/O v alues at lo w-to-intermediate
etallicities to be associated with larger values of R / R e , similarly

o what Luo et al. ( 2021 ) report for anamolously low-metallicity
egions in MaNGA. We also find ele v ated N/O v alues at high
etallicities to be associated with increased D4000 values and 

ecreased H δA values, which is unsurprising given the behaviour 
f the GV subsample discussed previously. We find EW H α to behave
n an inverse manner to D4000 in the N/O–O/H plane: the highest
alues occur at low abundances, with higher-ele v ated N/O ratios at
igh metallicities being associated with the lowest EW H α values. 
uch inverse behaviour in unsurprising, since EW H α and D4000 are 
nown to anticorrelate when star formation is ongoing (e.g. Corcho- 
aballero et al. 2023 , and references therein). 
Considering the Spearman rank correlation coefficient ρ, with find 

4000 and M � to both correlate slightly stronger with N/O than with
he gas metallicity. For D4000, we find ρ = 0.55 and ρ = 0.52 for
/O and for metallicity respectively; we find P < < 0.01 in both

ases and in all subsequent cases, where P describes the probability
f obtaining coefficients equal to or higher than what is measured in
he case where there is no underlying correlation. For M ∗, we find
= 0.68 and ρ = 0.62 for N/O and for metallicity respectively. In the

ase of � ∗, we find ρ = 0.60 and ρ = 0.61 for N/O and for metallicity
espectively, meaning what we obtain a slightly higher correlation 
ith metallicity. As such, we find both gas abundance parameters to

orrelate strongly with properties relating to the stellar components, 
s has been reported repeatedly for the parameters individually in 
aNGA and elsewhere (e.g. S ́anchez et al. 2013 ; Barrera-Ballesteros

t al. 2016 ; S ́anchez et al. 2017 ; Hwang et al. 2019 ; Espinosa-Ponce
t al. 2022 ; Schaefer et al. 2022 ); ho we ver, neither parameter is
learly more or less informative than the other. We also note that
xcluding GV subsample spaxels has very little impact on these 
omparisons, due to the relatively small size of the GV subsample. 

To summarize, we find that SB spaxels tend to have lower gas
bundances than SF spaxels while following essentially the same 
/O–O/H relation, with PSB spaxels behaving similarly to SF 
MNRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
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Figure 5. Median offset of log (N/O) (for all spaxels) from the N/O–O/H relation fitted to the star-forming spaxel subsample, in terms of D4000 and H δA 

(left) and in terms of PC1 and PC2 (right). We find the median offset to trend mostly with D4000 (left) and with PC1 (right), with high D4000 and PC1 values 
associated with the GV component of our spaxel sample. All displayed bins contain at least 50 spaxels. The black contours encompass ∼99, ∼90, ∼60, and 
∼30 per cent of spaxels in the full spaxel sample. 

Figure 6. Median gas metallicity in terms of D4000 and H δA (left) and in terms of PC1 and PC2 (right). We find metallicity to trend chiefly with PC1 and 
D4000, but we also find metallicity to decrease somewhat at high H δA values. All displayed bins contain at least 50 spaxels. The black contours encompass 
∼99, ∼90, ∼60, and ∼30 per cent of spaxels in the full spaxel sample. 
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paxels. We also find GV spaxels to have higher metallicities on
verage, while peaking at higher N/O values and slighly lower
/H values when compared to their star-forming control sample.
e found complex relationships between O/H and N/O and other

arameters relating to galaxy’s stellar component: higher values
f N/O and O/H are associated with higher values of M � , � ∗ and
4000 as expected along with lower R / R e , but elevated N/O values

for a given O/H) are found to be associated with higher R / R e (at
ow-to-intermediate metallicty) or else with higher D4000 (at high

etallicity). 

 DISCUSSION  

n this work, we have employed MaNGA data to assess the con-
ection between SFH and gas-phase abundance on local scales.
e considered the behaviour of different spaxel samples in N/O–
NRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
/H space, with samples grouped by their classifications from the
owlands et al. ( 2018 ) PCA method. We also considered local

tellar properties (D4000, � ∗), along with R / R e and EW H α , as a
ombined function of N/O and O/H. We found that the highest N/O
bundances are associated with high D4000 values and by extension
ith high PC1 values; we further found that such regions are
ffset from the usual N/O–O/H relation, possessing low metallicities
or their N/O. Equi v alently, we found the GV spaxel sample to
isplay ele v ated N/O when compared to its star-forming control.
e found SB spaxels to display reduced gas abundances compared

o star-forming regions, while we found PSB regions to behave
ery similarly in N/O–O/H space to their star-forming control 
ample. 

To further assess the behaviour of SB and PSB spaxels, we
ompare in Fig. 8 the SB sample to a new ‘control sample’ selected
rom PSB samples. This control sample was selected using a
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Figure 7. Median parameter values of spaxels in bins of log (N/O) and 12 + log (O/H). We show results for stellar surface density (top left), the associated 
galaxy stellar mass (top right), the D4000 index (middle left), the H δA index (middle right), the H α equi v alent width (bottom left) and galactocentric radius 
normalized to each galaxy’s ef fecti ve radius (bottom right). All displayed bins contain at least 50 spaxels. The black contours encompass ∼99, ∼90, ∼60, and 
∼30 per cent of spaxels in the full spaxel sample. 
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Figure 8. Contours of log (N/O) plotted against gas metallicity for the SB 

spaxel subsample (gold), along with the fitted N/O–O/H relation (purple 
lines), and a control sample selected from PSB spaxels (grey contours). The 
contours encompass ∼99, ∼90, ∼60, and ∼30 per cent of a giv en spax el 
subsample. 
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ombination of M � and R / R e , just as for the control samples already
iscussed. In this case, we find the SB and ‘control’ PSB sample
o differ in two key ways: the metallicity and N/O of SBs is lower
n average than for PSB regions, while SB spaxels’ metallicity is
ome what ele v ated compared to PSB spaxels at the highest N/O
alues. Our findings therefore support a view in which gas-phase
bundances typically increase rapidly after an SB, such that PSB
pax els behav e v ery similarly to star-forming spax els in terms of
heir chemical abundances. A rapid enrichment of gas is similar to
hat Leung et al. ( 2023 ) report for MaNGA PSB regions’ stellar
opulations. Leung et al. ( 2023 ) obtain the metallicities of old and
oung populations in these regions separately by performing full
pectral fitting with the Bagpipes code (Carnall et al. 2018 , 2019 ),
nd they find younger populations – those formed during the SB – to
ypically be more metal-rich than their older counterparts at a level
easonably consistent with the metallicity offset reported between
tar-forming and quiescent galaxy samples (e.g. Peng, Maiolino &
ochrane 2015 ). It should be noted that a rise in metallicity o v er

uccessive stellar generations is entirely expected, and it has been
eported previously from fossil record analyses of spectra (e.g. Panter
t al. 2008 ). 

From our results, the picture that emerges is as follows: SB regions
re typically diluted significantly when a SB event first occurs,
ith regions then re-enriching rapidly as they move into the PSB
hase. Only the highest-abundance SB re gions behav e differently,
referring slightly higher metallicities to PSB regions at a given N/O
Fig. 8 ); this perhaps points to additional rele v ant physics in such
ases. Nonetheless, the similarity of PSB to star-forming regions in
/O–O/H space implies that gas abundances are largely insensitive

o the precise form of a local SFH at late times, with bursty SFHs
ltimately producing similar results to the more gradual SFHs of
rdinary star-forming regions. 
Our results on the relative behaviour of star-forming and SB

egions are in good consistency with Rowlands et al. ( 2018 ) along
ith other recent MaNGA work (e.g. Ellison et al. 2018 ; S ́anchez
lmeida & S ́anchez-Menguiano 2019 ): high star formation is asso-

iated with diluted gas abundances, similar to what was observed
NRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
or gas metallicity on galaxy scales (e.g. Ellison et al. 2008 ). Our
esults are also consistent with merger simulations, in which infalling
ow-metallicity gas dilutes metals within galaxies’ gas (Montuori
t al. 2010 ; Rupke, K e wley & Barnes 2010 ; Perez, Michel-Dansac &
issera 2011 ). A picture therefore emerges in which infalling metal-
oor gas dilutes the existing gas supply and triggers localized SB
vents, with gas subsequently re-enriching rapidly. 

The abo v e-described picture for SB re gions is similar to what is
rgued for so-called anamously low metallicity (ALM) regions in
wang et al. ( 2019 ): they identify a significant population of spaxels
ith low metallicity for their associated � ∗ and M � values, and

rgue metal-poor gas inflows as the cause of such spaxels’ offsets.
he increasing fraction of SB spaxels at large radii (Rowlands et al.
018 ) is similar to what Luo et al. ( 2021 ) report for ALM spaxels,
urther suggesting a connection between local SB events and ALM
egions. Ho we ver, Luo et al. ( 2021 ) find ALM spaxels to display
le v ated N/O ratios for their metallicity which they likewise ascribe
o metal-poor inflows, which we do not find for SB regions as a whole.
ur results should not be viewed as being inconsistent with Luo et al.

 2021 ), since SB and ALM regions represent different samples. Gas
etallicity will begin to rise quickly following a SB due to the short

 ∼10 Myr) time-scales in which oxygen is produced, which will
uickly mo v e a re gion back towards the e xpected O/H-N/O relation.
he average metallicity offset between SB and SB control spaxels

s 0.070 dex, which is smaller than the 0.111 dex offset used in Luo
t al. ( 2021 ) to define ALM regions. Thus, while some o v erlap can
e expected between SB and ALM spaxels, one should not expect
hem to behave identically. 

In terms of underlying physics, chemical evolution in galaxies
an be broadly considered in terms of three physical processes:
as inflow, star formation (and subsequent enrichment of the ISM),
nd outflow of metal-enriched gas (e.g. Ferreras & Silk 2000 ).
etal-poor inflows will initially deplete O/H preferentially to N/O

e.g. K ̈oppen & Hensler 2005 ; Belfiore et al. 2015 ), resulting in
nomalously low metallicities along with elevated N/O ratios (Luo
t al. 2021 ). Ho we v er, we find that SB re gions in general are not
ssociated with N/O ele v ations: from the right panel of Fig. 5 , only the
oungest SBs – those with the smallest PC2 values – are associated
ith significant N/O ele v ations for their metallicity. Considering
oth the expected time-scale for oxygen enrichment, and considering
lso the expected progression of an extreme SB in PC1–PC2 space
P a wlik et al. 2016 ), this suggests oxygen enrichment ef fecti vely
enriches away’ the N/O enhancement in just a few tens of Myr
fter a SB event. An extreme SB can then be expected to reach the
SB phase within 500 Myr (P a wlik et al. 2016 ), with the dilution
rom a SB having largely been eliminated by that time. A similar
ime-scale for ALM regions can be arrived at through various means
ncluding a closed box evolution model and from considering the
tellar ages of low-metallicity regions, as argued by Hwang et al.
 2019 ), which further supports an o v erlap between SB events and
LM re gions. Such an o v erlap would be entirely expected if the two
oth result from metal-poor inflows, which would serve to produce
LM regions with low metallicities and ele v ated N/O regions; a

ocalized SB could then be triggered in a subset of cases, leading to
apid oxygen enrichment and to an evolution away from ALM-like
ehaviour. 
It is important to consider that infalling gas need not be pristine

r from outside a g alaxy. Enriched g as can be redistributed from a
alaxy’s centre to its outer parts via wind recycling (Oppenheimer &
av ́e 2008 ), which provides a possible explanation for the relatively
igh metallicities of massive galaxies’ outer discs (e.g. Bresolin,
ennicutt & Ryan-Weber 2012 ; Belfiore et al. 2017 ) and which
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an also explain N/O abundances that are ele v ated for the metallicity
Belfiore et al. 2015 ). Radial gas flows (e.g. Trapp et al. 2022 ; Wang &
illy 2022 ) could also play a role in supplying gas for a localized
B ev ent. Both wind rec ycling and gas flows pro vide possible
xplanations for the high-metallicity end of the SB sample. Ho we ver,
e disfa v or these explanations for the majority of SB spaxels, due

o these spaxels having significantly lower a verage ab undances than 
heir star-forming controls. We also note that significant inward radial 
ows have a limited observational basis, with studies typically not 
etecting significant radial flows in galaxies (Wong, Blitz & Bosma 
004 ; Trachternach et al. 2008 ; Di Teodoro & Peek 2021 ) aside from
n Schmidt et al. ( 2016 ). Finally, the possibility exists that SB regions
ossess higher metallicity gas that is obscured by significant dust 
ontent, as has been reported within ultraluminous infrared galaxies 
n the nearby Universe (Chartab et al. 2022 ). 

We also noted a significant population of high-metallicity spaxels 
ith ele v ated N/O ratios for their metallicity and with relatively high
4000 values. The GV subsample is dominated by such spaxels, as

an be seen in Fig. 4 . Ho we ver, the GV subsample is comparatively
mall and is not the dominant contributor to this population, such 
hat the appearance of Fig. 7 is essentially unchanged if the GV
ubsample is excluded. These spaxels are typically found in high- 
ass galaxies and away from those galaxies’ centres, consistent with 

revious MaNGA work (Belfiore et al. 2017 ; Schaefer et al. 2020 ),
hough they are typically found at lower values of R / R e compared
o high-N/O spaxels of lower metallicity. We also observe similar 
ehaviour if we use unbinned maps of D n 4000 from the DAP in
lace of the Pipe3D D4000 values. 
Our applied strong-line calibrators for O/H and N/O are both 

omparati vely insensiti ve to the ionization parameter, as can for
nstance be seen in Dopita et al. ( 2000 , their figs 3 and 6); as such,
onization parameter variations are not a lik ely f actor in our results
or high-D4000 regions. DIG poses a far more significant concern, 
s it is known to impact upon both gas metallicity measurement 
nd emission spectra interpretation more generally (e.g. Metha et al. 
022 ). DIG emission is powered by different sources than H II regions,
nd it is likely a product of multiple individual processes (e.g. 
elfiore et al. 2022 ). MaNGA’s relatively course spatial sampling 
eans that one cannot truly isolate ‘pure’ star-forming H II regions, 
hich in turn means that spaxels termed ‘star-forming’ will still 

ontain some amount of diffuse emission (Vale Asari et al. 2019 ); a
imilar cav eat e xists for the CALIFA surv e y (Lacerda et al. 2018 ),
lbeit to a lesser extent than in MaNGA due to CALIFA’s smaller
patial scales. Controlling for metallicity, an analysis of MaNGA 

ata suggests that DIG will serve to enhance the RS32 indicator 
hile leaving N2O2 largely unaffected (Zhang et al. 2017 ). Such an
S32 enhancement would spuriously create exactly the effect we see 

n our high-D4000 spaxels. 
To further reduce the impact of DIG, we tried an even stricter EW H α

ut of EW H α > 20 and then again considered D4000 as a function of
/H and N/O. Applying all other cuts as described in Section 2.2 we
btain a sample of 2476 galaxies and 937661 spaxels. We show in
ig. 9 that we continue to see similar D4000 behaviour in this case.
s such, we believe that potential physical explanations should also 
e explored. 
As has been previously reported (e.g. Belfiore et al. 2017 ; Schaefer

t al. 2022 ), N/O correlates significantly with stellar mass. Belfiore 
t al. ( 2017 ) provide two potential explanations for this: variations
n SFE (e.g. Moll ́a et al. 2006 ; Wang & Lilly 2021 ), and galactic
inds (Oppenheimer & Dav ́e 2008 ). A lower SFE would reduce

he number of early core-collapse supernovae and hence would 
educe early oxygen enrichment, resulting in N/O beginning to rise 
t earlier metallicities and producing an offset from the usual N/O–
/H relation (Moll ́a et al. 2006 ; Vincenzo et al. 2016 ). Galactic
inds could transport some amount of high-metallicity high-N/O 

as to a galaxy’s metal-poor outer-parts, preferentially raising the 
/O of those regions (e.g. Belfiore et al. 2015 ). SFE is known to
ecline with galactocentric radius in galaxies (Leroy et al. 2008 )
nd Schaefer et al. ( 2020 ) indeed find ne gativ e correlations between
FE and N/O at a given metallicity, though it should be noted that
chaefer et al. ( 2020 ) use dust extinction to estimate local gas mass
ather than measuring the gas mass directly. 

In the case of our high-D4000 spaxels, we do not find galactic
inds to be a satisfactory explanation for their high N/O ratios. These

paxels are typically found at relatively low radii, and there appears
o be little connection between N/O and radius at the high-metallicity
nd of our sample (see Fig. 7 , bottom right panel). These spaxels are
lso relatively old and would hence be expected to be comparatively 
etal-rich, gi ven the kno wn correlations between stellar ages and

as metallicities in galaxies (e.g. S ́anchez-Menguiano et al. 2020 );
s such, we would expect infall of metal-rich gas to have relatively
ittle impact compared to similar infalls on galaxies’ metal-poor 
uter parts. A reduction in SFE, on the other hand, is a possible
actor behind high-D4000 spaxels’ behaviour: SFE and N/O remain 
e gativ ely correlated at high metallicities Schaefer et al. ( 2022 ), and
esolved CO maps of GV MaNGA galaxies have shown then to
ossess suppressed SFE compared to ordinary star-forming galaxies 
Brownson et al. 2020 ). 

An additional possibility is that the highest-D4000 regions in our 
ample are experiencing infalls of metal-poor gas, with their present 
FRs (as traced by the H α emission) insufficient to re-enrich the ISM
fterwards. It is possible that these high-D4000 regions had previ- 
usly quenched and then been rejuvenated recently, which carries an 
mplied sample-selection effect: rejuvenation of an old galaxy region 
ia metal-poor inflows would allow such a region to be selected for
nclusion in our sample, while an old region without such infall
ould not experience star formation and so would not be included in
ur sample. Belfiore et al. ( 2015 ) have previously proposed metal-
oor gas infalls to explain individual galaxies displaying regions 
MNRAS 527, 10788–10801 (2024) 
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f ele v ated N/O and old stellar populations. This explanation is
lso similar to what Yates, Kauffmann & Guo ( 2012 ) suggest for
assive galaxies with low gas metallicities, based on results from

emi-analytic modelling. 
At lower metallicities, significant N/O elevations appear to be

ssociated with large galactocentric radii, which has previously
een reported for ALM spaxels by Luo et al. ( 2021 ) and which
s entirely consistent with other aforementioned MaNGA work
Belfiore et al. 2017 ; Schaefer et al. 2022 ). Ho we ver, the mass
ependence (Fig. 7 , top right panel) remains important to consider
ere: at a given metallicity, more nitrogen-rich spaxels will be found
n more massive galaxies on average and also at larger galactocentric
adii on average. SFE variations and galactic winds both provide
lausible explanations for N/O variations at lower metallicities, with
etal-poor inflows having the potential to further offset the N/O

bundance by reducing O/H without a corresponding reduction to
/O. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N  

n this work, we have employed MaNGA data to assess the
onnection between local gas-phase abundances and local SFHs.
e employed the PCA-based SFH classifications described for
aNGA in Rowlands et al. ( 2018 ), along with measurements of

ocal emission line fluxes and local stellar properties. We considered
paxels with SFH classifications of SF, SB, PSB, and GV; we
hen considered their behaviour on the N/O–O/H plane, while also
onsidering how other stellar properties vary in N/O–O/H space. All
paxels, we reiterate, contain evidence of ongoing star formation and
ould be classified as star-forming from emission line diagnostics

lone. 
We found that SB regions possess diluted abundances when

ompared to ordinary star-forming regions, consistent with previous
ork. We also found PSB regions to behave very similarly to star-

orming regions in N/O–O/H space, supporting a view in which gas
s enriched rapidly following an SB event; such a view is consistent
ith the stellar populations observed within MaNGA PSB regions,

n which young stars are typically found to be significantly more
etal-rich than older stars (Leung et al. 2023 ). Furthermore, we

ound GV regions to posses ele v ated N/O abundances on average
or their metallicity, which appears to relate to the behaviour of
igh-D4000 galaxy regions in our sample more generally. We
rgued that such regions may have experienced recent metal-poor
nflow and that they were possibly rejuvenated as a consequence,
ith SFE variations being another possible factor. We also found
arious stellar population parameters ( � ∗, M � , D4000) along with
alactocentric radius to trend strongly with both O/H and N/O,
ith neither gas abundance parameter being obviously more or

ess informative than the other for tracing the evolution of galaxy
egions. 

Though various works (including this one) support a tight con-
ection between gas-phase abundance and SFH, our results im-
ly that gas-phase abundances are insensitive to the precise form
f the SFH at late times: both bursty SFHs and more gradual
FHs ultimately yield abundances that follow the same N/O–O/H
elation. This finding might help to explain why certain longer-
erm stellar population parameters (such as � ∗ and D4000) are
o predictive of local gas metallicities: older and denser galaxy
e gions naturally hav e more time and opportunity to enrich their
as, with the precise form of the SFH having little impact on the final
utcome. 
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APPENDI X:  PCA  B O U N DA R I E S  

We parametrize the PCA boundaries with a series of vertices, as 
indicated in Fig. A1 ; a small number of spaxels fall below these 
boundaries and are considered unclassified, as indicated in the 
main text. We employ different sets of vertices for NSA stellar 
masses below and abo v e 10 1 0 M � with the default NSA cosmol- 
ogy ( h = 1 , �M 

= 0 . 3 , �� 

= 0 . 7) employed in this case only. We 
present the v erte x locations for lower-mass galaxies in Table A1 , 
and we present the v erte x locations for higher-mass galaxies in 
Table A2 . 

Figure A1. Full PCA classification boundaries with defining vertices dis- 
played as red circles. 
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Table A1. PCA boundaries’ vertices in (PC1, PC2) space for galaxies with NSA stellar masses below 10 1 0 M � when using the default NSA cosmology. 

Classification Vertices 

Star-forming (SF) ( −6.3, −1.4) ( −5.5, 0.15) ( −4.7, 0.24) ( −2.6, −0.1) ( −3.2, −1.4) 
Starburst (SB) ( −7.1, −2.3) ( −7.1, 0.15) ( −5.5, 0.15) ( −6.3, −1.4) ( −5.5, −1.4) ( −5.5, −2.3) 
Post-starburst (PSB) ( −4.7, 0.24) ( −5.5, 0.15) ( −7.1, 0.15) ( −7.1, 2) ( −1, 2) ( −1, −0.4) 
Green valley (GV) ( −3.2, −1.4) ( −2.6, −0.1) ( −1, −0.4) ( −2.1, −1.4) 
Quiscent (Q) ( −2.1, −1.4) ( −1, −0.4) ( −1, 0.1) (2, 2) (2, −1.4) 

Table A2. PCA boundaries’ vertices in (PC1, PC2) space for galaxies with NSA stellar masses abo v e 10 1 0 M � when using the default NSA cosmology. 

Classification Vertices 

Star-forming (SF) ( −5.5, −1.2) ( −5.2, 0.) ( −4.7, 0.24) ( −2.27, 0.2) ( −3.27, −1.2) 
Starburst (SB) ( −7.17, −1.9) ( −7.17, 0) ( −5.2, 0) ( −5.5, −1.2) ( −5.2, −1.2) ( −5.2, −1.9) 
Post-starburst (PSB) ( −4.7, 0.24) ( −5.2, 0) ( −7.17, 0) ( −7.17, 2) ( −0.1, 2) ( −0.1, 0.18) 
Green valley (GV) ( −3.27, −1.2) ( −2.27, 0.2) ( −0.1, 0.18) ( −2.07, −1.2) 
Quiscent (Q) ( −2.07, −1.2) ( −0.1, 0.18) ( −0.1, 0.68) (2, 2) (2, −1.2) 
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